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Welcome to The Cult of the Spiny Hog
Since I started the Hedgehog Poetry Press, the one idea that has proven
to be as important as I hoped it would, is the Cult of the Spiny Hog.
There have been three of them to date, and after nine months of
describing and explaining what it is all about far-too-many-times, it has
finally occurred to me to write it down. I know, who knew it would make
life easier?

But what is this Cult of which I speak?
Well, the idea is pretty simple. I thought that if we had a ‘club’ where
poetry lovers could join for a three month period, paying a nominal
amount of money, it would underwrite everything I wanted the
Hedgehog Press to do, which is to publish a ridiculous number of poets
and their collections every year, in the form of nice books, magazines,
pamphlets and even the odd eBook.
Amazingly it has worked and as a member I make a promise that they
would:
1.

Receive every book, pamphlet, anthology, magazine, microcollection and PDF that I publish whilst you are a member. No
strings attached, and they will all turn-up lovingly packaged in a
nice cardboard box once every quarter. This has grown over the
last few months and as you will see in the coming pages Cult #4
has a lot for you to look forward to.

2.

There will be competitions – some are collection competitions,
others are for anthologies and then there will be single poem
ones too. You, as a member of the Cult can enter them as many
times as you want and not pay a penny more.
Now the average entry fee for a collection competition is £25
which is oddly the cost of joining the Cult, so if you like
Competitions…this could be the best deal ever.

3.

A big part of the Cult is the challenges. These are on-going and
will often offer a way to see your work in anthologies but starting

with Cult#3 there will always be a Cult Poetry Prize for the best
single poem on a topic, and then – well, you wouldn’t believe
some of the things that will happen over the coming year.
That of course is all pretty general and so through the remainder of this
introduction, I wanted to show you everything you would receive as a
member of the Cult this time around.
For the record, you join the Cult HERE for £25 for 90 Days (or £35 if
you are outside the UK)
At some point during the quarter you will receive a ‘Goody Box’
containing everything I list from this point forward (along with the odd
extra, like postcards and badges.)
You will receive a variety of Challenges and you are welcome to enter any
or all of the Competitions as many times as you like.
There will also be at least one event – which you are cordially invited to
attend.
To be clear: Cult members will receive all of the publications listed, there
is no extra charge for anything.
Additionally, you will have unfettered access to ‘The Hive’ where you can
download everything that the Hedgehog Press has ever published in PDF
form.
All the very best
Mark Davidson
Editor
The Hedgehog Poetry Press

Competitions

The 1st Annual Cupid’s Arrow Poetry Competition
Love poems get a raw deal in the 21st Century and here at The
Hedgehog Poetry Press we feel that it is time to bring the warmer side of
life back into a cosy focus as we search for the Definitive Love Poem for
St Valentine’s Day. With entries limited to one poem per person, we are
looking for a poem that tells the tale of the love of your life, whether that
is after 50 years together or is about the one that got away and was
poignantly left unrequited.

Prizes:
• £100 For The Winner
• An invitation to read your poem at the next Hedgehog Press
Event
• Seeing your poem published in the Summer Edition of ‘A
Restricted View From Under the Hedge’,
• Receive 250 copies of their poem beautifully printed in Artcard
form, and
• Submitted by the Hedgehog Press as one of our entries for this
years Forward prize.
Rules:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Poets should enter the competition via the Hedgehog Poetry
Press web site
Select a Single Love Poem
Poems should be up to a maximum of 40 lines each
All poems must be submitted by email to
poetry@hedgehogpress.co.uk in a single file in Word, TXT or
RTF format, after payment has been made via this web site
Cult members need only email their entry
All work must be your own and must not have been previously
published in a book or collection by a traditional publisher.
Magazine published poems are acceptable as are previously selfpublished collections.
Judges decision is final
Deadline for entries is 14th February 2019 at 11.59pm
Competition results will be published on the Hedgehog Press
web site and via our Email Newsletter on or prior to the 1st
March 2019

Conversationally Yours : A Poetry Conversation
2019 sees the launch of a series of collaborative pamphlets from the
Hedgehog Poetry Press, where two poets will create a Conversation in
Poetry. The idea is simple, they agree a topic and working on a call and
response basis, each will react to their partner’s poems with one of their
own.
The first collections feature work by Sarah Thomson and Nigel Kent,
followed by Diana Devlin and Irene Cunningham, and we are keen to
widen the scope and see what other poets can bring to the format.

Our ‘Conversationally Yours’ competition challenges you and a colleague
in poetry to create your own Conversation, with the best of these to be
published by the Hedgehog Poetry Press.
I’m pleased to say that Nigel Kent and Sarah Thomson have agreed to
judge the competition that will find the winners:
Seeing their Conversation published by the Hedgehog Press in Pamphlet
form
Prizes:
• The winning pair will share 100 copies of their publication
• Be invited to read your work at a future Hedgehog Press Event
• The competition will be judged by Nigel Kent and Sarah
Thomson.
• To see how it is done, all entrants will receive a complimentary
copy of Nigel and Sarah’s stunning ‘A Hostile Environment’ in
PDF format.
Rules:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Poets should enter the competition via the Hedgehog Poetry
Press web site
The Conversation should number no more than 20 poems,
each of 40 lines or under
All poems must be submitted in the correct order, in a single
file by email to poetry@hedgehogpress.co.uk in a single file in
Word, TXT or RTF format, after payment has been made via
this web site
Cult members need only email their entry
All work must be your own and must not have been previously
published in a book or collection by a traditional publisher.
Magazine published poems are acceptable as are poems
included in previously self-published collections.
Please ensure that both poets have their name included in the
submission along with their contact details
Judges decision is final
Deadline for entries is 31st May 2019 at 11.59pm
Competition results will be published on the Hedgehog Press
web site and via our Email Newsletter on or prior to the 31st
July 2019

White Label Collection Competition : Deux
Following on from our first White Label competition that saw us
invite Annie Maclean, Attracta Fahy and Philippa Hatton-Lepine to join
our array of talented poets in 2019, I’m proud to kick-off the next phase
of the odyssey with our second such competition.
Our second ‘White Label Collection’ competition that will see each of
the winners destined to have their work beautifully published in
pamphlet form by the Hedgehog Poetry Press.
White Label collections are a new series that we intend to use to provide
a home to poets for their first collections, however we would like to stress
that there is no age limit or profile as we start to search for these.

Additionally, there are No Restrictions if you have previously selfpublished a collection, you are still invited to enter.
So whether you are 17 or 70, have just come to poetry or are returning to
it after living a life, we really want to read you.
There are no age limits on talent and to my mind life experience counts
for a lot. (Deadline: 28th February 2019)
Prizes:
• Each winner will be published by The Hedgehog Poetry Press
and receive 100 copies of their collection.
• The winners will be invited to launch their collections at one of
our Hedgehog Press Events
Rules:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Poets should enter the competition via the Hedgehog Poetry
Press web site
Select upto 20 of your best poems. The collection can be of a
variety of poems or follow a single theme.
Poems should be up to a maximum of 40 lines each
All poems must be submitted by email to
poetry@hedgehogpress.co.uk in a single file in Word, TXT or
RTF format, after payment has been made via this web site
Cult members need only email their entry
All work must be your own and must not have been previously
published in a book or collection by a traditional publisher.
Magazine published poems are acceptable as are previously selfpublished collections.
Judges decision is final
Deadline for entries is 28th February 2019 at 11.59pm
Competition results will be published on the Hedgehog Press
web site and via our Email Newsletter on or prior to the 30th
April 2019

Selected or Neglected Poetry Competition
Since we launched the Hedgehog Poetry Press, the main focus has been
upon creating a home for poets that will let them see their work
published as beautifully as we possibly can. In the main this is aimed at
first collections and the magazines, but one thing I think that is really
important for us to do is to also represent more experienced poets.

This competition aims to find a collection that we will publish that
showcases the best of a poet’s career to date. This may be the traditional
‘Greatest Hits’ of a selected where the poet has had a number of
collections already, or it may be drawn from a career of magazine or
anthology publications that for whatever reason hasn’t culminated yet in a
full collection.
I only see us publishing a single Selected/Neglected collection each year,
but I am really aiming to find something, somebody special and I hope
that it will be something we are able to do regularly in the future.
Prizes:
• The winner will be published by The Hedgehog Poetry Press
and receive 100 copies of their collection.
• The winner will be invited to launch their collections at one of
our Hedgehog Press Events
•
Rules:
1. Poets should enter the competition via the Hedgehog Poetry
Press web site
2. Select upto 40 of your finest poems. The final book will be
between 60 and 80 printed pages. The collection can be of a
variety of poems or follow a single theme.
3. All poems must be submitted by email to
poetry@hedgehogpress.co.uk in a single file in Word, TXT or
RTF format, after payment has been made via this web site
4. Cult members need only email their entry
5. All work must be your own and you must retain rights to all of
the poems. If you are unsure about this, it is your responcibility
to check.
6. Judges decision is final
7. Deadline for entries is 31st May 2019 at 11.59pm
8. Competition results will be published on the Hedgehog Press
web site and via our Email Newsletter on or prior to the 31st
July 2019

Collections

SHAKESPEARE FOR SOCIOPATHS
Kristin Garth
Description:
“Shakespeare for Sociopaths is a collection of sociopathic characters
commented on, caged in the Shakespearean sonnet form. My whole life
I’ve been immersed in a milieu of dark characters — in my bed, in my
head, in pop culture, books. This book represents the union of two twin
passions/obsessions of mine: the Shakespearean sonnet form and
villainous characters. Shakespeare himself was certainly fascinated with
these kinds of characters and housed many such in his tomes from the
Macbeths to Iago in Othello. I follow in his tradition with my own
Garthian flourishes like internal rhyme and killer couplets. This poetic
form is an obsession to me, and I stalk it like a sociopath. Open this
book and visit the villains. They’re caged. You’re safe with me. “
- Kristin Garth
ISBN: 978-1-999640-2-93
Format: Pamphlet
Dimensions: 210 x 148 mm x 5mm
Extent: 44 Pages
Price: £5.99 / $10.99
Release Date: 17 January 2018
th

"Shakespeare for Sociopaths is a not only a testament to Garth’s
brilliance and musicality; it’s a literary testament to the resurgence
of sonnets in our post-post modern era"
-

J.B. Stone, Author of A Place Between Expired Dreams &
Renewed Nightmares

THE PAPER HOUSE
Karen Dennison
Description:
Karen Dennison's 'The Paper House' is a stunning collection from one of
Britain's finest new voices. Her first collection, Counting Rain was
published by Indigo Dreams in 2012. Karen is editor, designer and
publisher of Book of Sand, Blueshift and Free-fall, a series of pamphlets
featuring the work of artists and poets. She co-edits and designs for
Against the Grain Poetry Press.
ISBN: 978-1-916480-69-8
Format: Perfect Bound Deluxe Book
Dimensions: 210 x 148 mm x 7mm
Extent: 60 Pages
Price: £10.99 / $19.99
Release Date: 15th February 2018

“In my hands there are scraps of sky and sea”, writes Karen Dennison in
the title poem, as she hands them over to the reader for a look. The
Paper House flickers with poems that snatch at your memory. They are
an accumulation of sharp snapshots pasted on a sheet to create a whole
that is intricate and lingering. Dennison guides you with sensitive mastery
through a glass where interiors are wild landscapes, and the sky a
misbehaving memory. The journey is well worth it." - Claire Trevien
"Bright with startling sensory details, these are poems in which bodies,
buildings and lives stand in for each other; poems of sheds, outbuildings
and the paper houses of memory. Karen Dennison’s writing is playful
with time, speaking the voices of those who were never given the chance
to speak, mining the depths of family and inheritance as well as the
brutality of loss. These are moving, wise poems, poems in which the
reader becomes “a traveller / returning home to find a house familiar /
yet strange”. - Suzannah Evans

A HOSTILE ENVIRONMENT
Nigel Kent & Sarah Thomson
Description:
Conversations, are a series of collaborative pamphlets, which challenge
two poets to agree a topic and then, using a call-and-response approach,
exchange poetry in the form of a conversation.
The first collection in the series sees Nigel Kent and Sarah Thomson
tackle the Windrush scandal, looking at the Governments ‘Hostile
Environment’ policy and turning it into a cripplingly human and humane
story.
ISBN: 978-1-9996402-8-6
Format: Pamphlet
Dimensions: 210 x 148 mm x 3mm
Extent: 14 Pages
Price: £3
Release Date: 15th January 2018

SANDMEN : A SPACE ODYSSEY
Diana Devlin & Irene Cunningham
Description:
Conversations, are a series of collaborative pamphlets, which challenge
two poets to agree a topic and then, using a call-and-response approach,
exchange poetry in the form of a conversation.
Our second Conversation sees Diana Devlin and Irene Cunningham
take us out of this world with a quite brilliant story told in poetry.

ISBN: 978-1-9164806-4-3
Format: Pamphlet
Dimensions: 210 x 148 mm x 3mm
Extent: 14 Pages
Price: £3
Release Date: 15th February 2018

STICKLEBACKS
Description:
Stickleback is a magazine that breaks a few rules along the way.
Produced on a totally ad-hoc basis, it varies between anthology and single
poet micro collection formats.
All issue of Stickleback become available as a Free to download PDF,
but we are really proud of the Micro Collections and decided to issue
these in a Limited Print Edition.
The first six micro collections were snapped up surprisingly quickly back
in November, and we fully expect the Second Shoal to have a similar
fate. The only way to guaranteed that you receive a full set is to join the
Cult.
For Cult #4 I’m rather proud to say that we expect our six issues to
feature:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Jeremy Reed
Penelope Shuttle
Martin Malone
Melissa Fu
Kate Garrett
CR Smith

ISSN 2631-4126
Format: Pamphlet
Dimensions: 210 x 148 mm x 3mm
Extent: 8 Pages
Price: £2 Each
Release Date: 15th February 2018

How To Join The Cult

To join our Cult, receive everything we publish, enter all the competitions,
have regular Challenges and find yourself invited to our next Hedgehog Event,
all that you need to do is visit the Cult page on our web site HERE and take it
from there.
If you have any problems, give me a shout on poetry@hedgehogpress.co.uk
and I’ll try my best to help.
Thanks
Mark
Davidson
Debjani
Chatterjee has been called a poet 'full of wit and charm' (Andrew Motion).
She grew up in India, Japan, Bangladesh, Hong Kong, and Egypt, before settling in
England. She has worked in industry, teaching, community relations and arts
psychotherapy.
TO JOIN THE CULT CLICK HERE
An international poet, children’s writer, translator, Olympic torchbearer and
storyteller; her awards include an MBE, Sheffield Hallam University's honorary
doctorate, and Word Masala's Lifetime Achievement in Poetry Award. A former
Chair of the National Association of Writers in Education and the Arts Council's
Translation Panel, she is a Patron of Survivors Poetry, a Writing Project Associate,
and Royal Literary Fellow at Leicester’s De Montfort University. She has had poetry
residencies at Sheffield Children’s Hospital, the Ilkley Literature Festival, and various
universities.
Her 65+ books include: Namaskar: New and Selected Poems, Animal Antics, and Do
You Hear the Storm Sing? More at www.dchatterjeewriter.simplesite.com

